
Cromwell Property Seminar 
 

Market Summary 
 The Central Otago Region is enjoying strong activity across the board in relation to 

property, with particularly strong interest in section sales. 
 In the last quarter of 2015 Cromwell recorded 34 section sales. 
 According to QV, in Central Otago the average house value increased by 8.5% from 

January 2015 to January 2016 going from $319,534 to $346,710. 
 

people to Cromwell, increasing the demand for both residential and rental property. 
  they 

are listing. So demand in the property in the market is great. 
 In Cromwell, in the last 6 months there was a 56% increase in property sales. 

 

Question 1: Land and Build. What is the current situation? 
 When you are at the height of a cycle people turn their attention to sections  
 Alexandra is the next prediction to take off  
 When building people need to consider that start up costs are around 5% of the 

overall build.  
 If you are constricted by a budget, consider your housing design. Look at ceiling 

heights and the flow of rooms. Having similar size windows through the house is 
more the most effective option.  

 Cedar looks great and blends with the landscape, but is expensive; consider more 
cost effective options like plaster.  

 The smaller the time frame you build on, the less the overheads. 
 Go to local professionals for knowledge. They have the contacts to keep costs down  
 ase range around $2200 a square metre - $2600 a square metre. If 

you go more outlandish and have more features costs head around $3000 per square 
metre +. 

 Costs have gone up by around 10% around the industry in the last 18 months 
 When setting your budget do not forget to factor in things like landscaping and 

heating. 
 For new builds banks and the government have made it easy to get money to 

encourage people to build.  
 With a section you need to pay 20% deposit but land and build overall is only 10% 

deposit.  So  $500 000 for land and house in total, pay $50 000 for land and no 
more when you build the house. 

Question 2: Residential Rentals  
 Only one property is available for rent with  right now and there are a lot of 

people looking.  
 When looking for a property, no one property will fit all your needs. Have an open 

mind and consider where you can give and take. 
 With interest rates sitting low, people are concerned 

repayments. The bank can tell you whether you can afford it but you need to be 
comfortable with it also. Most banks work off a huge expectation of interest rates, so 
have given you a loan this is manageable if change occurred.  Opinions can differ 
hugely between banks.  Depending on your individual position every bank could treat 
you different and have a different opinion on what you can afford. 

 In New Zealand, the tax implications of having a rental are low. We love investing 
property, capital gains tax. You need to assess what is 
best in the situation e.g. if there is rental demand that might be the best way to go 
forward, instead of selling straight away for gains. 

 . 



 Make sure you understand the system. They are cracking down on loop holes that 
people were using. For example, putting the property into the  name. 

 

Question 3:  Cross-leveraging using existing equity  
 To leverage you property the bank will get a registered valuation.  
 When leveraging your properties against each other, you are linking them together 

and it does mean you could stand to loose all the properties leveraged against each 
other, if something went wrong. However, there is a tax benefit to cross securitize the 
homes. 

 You can keep the properties separate and pay separate deposits to keep them 
secure, and then ignore the tax benefit. 

 

Question 4: Holiday homes/short term visitor accommodation and 
rentals. 

 The bright-line test looks at selling property within two years of acquisition, and then 
there could be tax implications. If it is your family home, so your main dwelling, then 

 if you buy a rental property and sell it within two years this 
could apply to you. The main home exemption can apply to trusts but need to be 
careful due to principal settlor requirement.  For if a trust is setup by mum and dad, 
who have their own home, and the trust buys a house for the kids to go to university 
and live in, that could also fall into those rules, because it is not the  main 
dwelling. The time period starts the date the property transfer is registered. 

 New information  is a land tax statement  
 Previously  registered for tax, now they must be.  
 If the bank forces you to sell, the bright-line test still applies. 
 When you apply for you IRD number you need to tick if your trust is compliant or non 

compliant. When ticking the box, you need to be sure of what you are ticking to 
ensure there are no implications in the future  such as punitive tax on normally non 
taxable capital gains. 

Question 5: Deriving income from existing property 
 Central Otago is governed by a different plan than Queenstown.  
 There is homestays: which are a permitted activity under the plan where you can 

have up to 6 paying guests  but over 5 you may have a different rule set for fire 
regulation etc. It MUST be in the house you are living in to comply as a homestay. 

 Next is  accommodation which you need consent for. There will be building 
regulation for things such as wheelchair access and fire regulations  

 Currently there are no plans to review the homestay law. 
 Implications people need to consider when renting out holiday homes are: You need 

to pay income tax for short-term income. You are also subject for GST if short term 
rental and providing services, such as cleaning etc. GST becomes an important issue 
on short term rentals and we suggest talking to an advisor. 

 Regardless short-term accommodation usually has a GST event. Make sure you 
understand who the vendor is and what GST implications are for them.  There is 
registration threshold.  

 A good short term rental is: a fully furnished and self contained. The vendors usually 
invest in a full concierge service e.g. get the hedges cut and mow the lawns etc . 
Consider a low maintenance property in this respect. 

 There is large cost involved with short term, around 25% in management fees. 
 The best short term accommodation options are ones with the least ground and close 

proximity to the town.  
 Obtaining finance for short term rentals, from the bank, can be tough, as they do not 

offer guaranteed income. However if you buy a property that already does short term 
accommodation and has books to show the history you can present it like a business. 
Therefore short term needs to be run like a business for the bank to consider it. 



 With lending rates low and property value trending up it a good opportunity to take 
some equity and create some short term or long term rentals. Look at adding a 
separate unit if you can. 

 A lot of houses are looking at using their large existing space roof e.g. their loft/attic 
area.  That usually costs $1200- $1600 per square metre.  You will get an extra 20-
30% if the rented area has its own bathroom. If you are doing it within your house you 
will need to get it up to fire standard and you will need resource consent.  

 Look at separate services e.g. phone, power and internet to make billing easy. 
 Do it right and make it legal. That way you can insure it and insure your assets 

against what could go wrong. 
 The biggest item to consider for Airbnb is the GST content. IRD can access to all of 

Airbnb files, so you can not hide it. 
 Subdivisions can make you liable for income tax. 

Question 6: Multi person purchases 
 

 You may be gifted a portion so if you have 5% of the deposit, the family can help you 
out with the rest. 

 A parent can guarantee a child for a limited amount. E.g. the rest of their deposit. The 
parents need to prove they can service that amount if the child fails to meet 
payments. 

 Banks prefer for each person to be able to service the mortgage of the house on their 
own if they are not all going to live in it together 

 If they will all live in the property, the banks will be more willing. 
 You need to have a property agreement to state what happens when people want to 

leave. Otherwise if there is no agreement you  sell without all people agreeing.  
gh money both 

parties must sell. 
 From the banks perspective, the bank would go for the person who has the best 

finances  split the money down the middle, one person could loose more. 
 Tax issues are how to get the money out if things go wrong. This is a partnership vs 

joint ownership. 
 
The panel would like to thank everyone for their attendance. If you have any further questions 
please use their contact details below: 
 
John Petre (Harcourts) 
E: john.petre@harcourts.co.nz Ph: 03 445 1155 
 
Stewart Mitchell (Loan Market) 
E: stewart.mitchell@loanmarket.co.nz Ph: 04 441 1307 
 
Daniel Gibbons (Crowe Howarth) 
E: Daniel.gibbons@crowehorwath.co.nzPh: 03 450 1884 
 
Darryn Wilkie (Landmark Homes) 
E: darryn.wilkie@landmarkhomes.co.nz Ph: 03 409 2504 
 
Mary Flannery (AWS Legal) 
E: mary.flannery@awslegal.comPh: 03 440 0026 
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